Poland: 1970–71
There’s no light quite so bright as the glow from a burning government building
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“Nothing draws a crowd like a burning cop car!”
—late 1960s political grafﬁti
Really just one other thing does—a burning government building—and the cover picture of this pamphlet showing the blazing Communist Party headquarters in the Polish city of Szczecin graphically illustrates what this pamphlet is really all about: the hatred of the people for their rulers and the accessibility of the oppressors. The violent
class combat that shook Poland over six years ago is recounted here from both Polish and other European sources
and details the massive worker counter-offensive to a price hike and wage freeze.
The accumulated grievances of the Polish working
class were such that this one arbitrary act on the part
of the government created a situation where its very
rule was threatened. Immediately strikes were called
in several cities, and what would often begin as protest
marches, ended in pitched battles with the state repressive forces. Widespread looting began to occur, and inside the factories, strike committees were formed to
prepare lists of demands and to wage a struggle against
the government.
By the middle of December 1970 a general strike situation had been reached with production completely
halted in many of the most important industrial sectors of Poland. It was at this point that the government called in regular army troops and gave them orders to ﬁre into the assembled crowds. However, many
soldiers shot into the air and refused orders to charge,
Communist Party headquarters, Wojewódzki,
with the result that several thousand deaths came at
December 17, 1970
the hands of the police and the party militia.
Suddenly everything became quite clear: “An entire
exploited class rose against a ruling class, exposing the real social relations and shattering all mystiﬁcations… The
rulers had only one alternative: to recognize that it was workers who were ﬁghting for their material life and ul-

timately for their total liberation. The implicit recognition of the workers’ demands co-existed with brutal repression.” (p. 26)
According to the authors (ICO) the Polish government’s attack on the standard of living of the working class,
“seemed to threaten suicide for the managers of the Party, the State, the economy. In fact, they had ‘no alternatives.” (p. 11) Polish state capitalism depends on the development of a modern industrial economy and inadequate
production by workers made the government turn to “Draconian and dangerous measures” to gouge more proﬁts
out of the working class.
A unique and important feature of the “eastern branch of capitalism” (ICO’s well-turned phrase) is that it lacks
signiﬁcant intermediary or mediating organs as “western-style” unions. Even the smallest strike calls into question
the entire ruling apparatus. “On such occasions, the only possible dialogue between the collective rulers and the
ruled is violence.” (p. 53)
In the eastern branch of capitalism, unions exist, but play a supervisory role, assuring that “their” particular work
force meets its State production norm. In a developed capitalism such as the U.S., the unions play a much more
important function—that of buffer between the workers and the real sources of power in society.
In a concrete situation such as the wildcat at Dodge Truck in June 1974, workers spent their efforts confronting
local union ofﬁcials, plant managers, the Warren city police and a county judge (See Wildcat, Black & Red). It’s
questionable whether the head of Chrysler had more than even passing knowledge of the events being played out,
and certainly President Nixon had no idea of what was happening in the Detroit suburb. Things were kept local
and conﬁned by a complex of mediating organs.
In Poland the reverse occurred. The dispute over wage hikes immediately escalated to a question of which class
was going to rule in that country. The torching of the Communist Party headquarters in Szczecin and Gdansk was
accurately seen as an attack on the political apparatus in charge of the exploitation of the working class.
Worker control of industry became so complete by the beginning of 1971 that the First Secretary of the Party,
Edward Gierek and several ministers of State came to the Szczecin shipyards on January 24 to “negotiate” with the
striking workers. (By that point the workers’ demands had gone much beyond the original grievances to include a
whole range of social and political questions.)
“At the shipyard entrance, Gierek and his ‘delegation’ were welcomed by the strike committee. A brief dialogue
followed:
‘Who are you? Your name, profession?’
‘My name is Gierek, First Secretary of the United Polish Workers’ Party.’
‘Your papers.’
“Each of the rulers had his identity checked. How symbolic! The entire power structure had to humble itself.” (p.
85)
Gierek and his crew did indeed have to humble themselves and in the end recognize that the self-organized
working class was able to wield a power not previously dealt with by the Polish government. Many of the immediate
demands of the strikers were met, but of course with much duplicity.
The end showed mixed results. Although the working class became a force to be reckoned with, much of the
thrust of their activity was used by the very forces they opposed. The strike committees were granted consultatory
status thus integrating them into the entire process they resisted, and above all, production began again; the cardinal goal of the rulers. Also, unions were to be “reformed;” in other words, to allow them to play a role similar to
their Western counterparts.
As autonomous as were the organs of the workers’ movement they nevertheless came full-circle to when they
had begun—within capital. “Workers’ power was extremely limited, even if inherent in the facts as potential and
possible. The producers were willing to use this power, this control over the productive apparatus, gained through
violence, as exchangeable currency to obtain concessions from those they had ‘expropriated;’ in other words, they
were willing to abandon it. This done, they reinstated these rulers with all their class power.
“For this restoration, the workers set conditions which seemed exorbitant but which masked reality. The rulers
thus seemed to surrender a great deal—and, in fact, they did surrender a great deal—but they preserved what was
essential.” (p. 46)
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Still, as the pamphlet asserts, “The workers’ self-organization in a nation-wide struggle convincingly refutes
those who hold that the working class can only remain at the state of blind rebellion without the participation of
‘heads,’ of an ‘elite’ and a section of the forces of order.” (p. 77)
The occupation of factories gave the workers several options, but the only one approached was that of their being
objects for barter, leaving aside such questions as self-management. Conﬁned only to Poland (with the threat of
Russian tanks always present, perhaps at this point nothing else could have been realized.)
This pamphlet, as well as the last two Black & Red publications, Letters of Insurgents and Hungary ’56, maintains
the theme of revolution in Eastern Europe and carries with it our fascination for the consequences of revolt in a
totally repressive society. Poland: 1970–71 is of the usual high-standard of quality expected from Black & Red, and
is available either from the publishers at Box 9546, Detroit, Mich. 48202, or through Ammunition Books.
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